Build It. Fix It. Fun!
Ages 3-5 Kit Barcode: 33357004915502
- Gain a basic understanding of engineering
- Develop creativity and visualization skills
- Explore cause and effect
- Strengthen hand-eye coordination and memory skills


Launchpads provide high-quality, ad-free learning apps.
100% secure, No risk of exposure to unintended content!

Here’s what’s included with “Build It. Fix It. Fun!” Launchpad
7 DAY LOAN and $1.00/day overdue fee / Kit Replacement Cost: $125 + $5 processing fee

LAUNCHPAD

AC ADAPTER

USB CHARGER
All items inside factory case.

See back for a description of apps on this device.
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“Build It. Fix It. Fun!” Launchpad contains the following apps:
Puzzingo Train - Children will enjoy these interactive puzzle games! Help a child's enrichment through core concepts such as ABCs,
shapes, colors and numbers with engaging topics including animals, cars, trains, princesses, dinosaurs and more!
Duckie Deck Robo Buddies - Robo Buddies was designed with preschoolers and children in mind to engage attention while learning
independently. The challenge is to assemble a new friend for Bolt, the helpful robot, by uncovering scenes, matching pieces and
unlocking new parts. Offering fun and learning together while developing hand-eye coordination!
RioMio - My Animated City - With this enchanting app, children discover active life in RioMio while developing observation and
logical comprehension. With 55 city scenes, containing over 200 animations which are brought to life when touched, this app
demonstrates various activities and events within the urban world and teaches children how things are interconnected.
Monki Animal Builder - Let children unleash their imagination! Build fun animals with 6 fun characters and lots of body parts to
choose from, including octopus tentacles, butterfly wings, elephant trunks and more! Possibilites are endless, imaginative, creative
and even more fun when they come to life!
Mechanimals - In this fun story, a tornado has swept away all of a farmer's animals but he doesn’t give up. He turns his mess into a
masterpiece by using machine parts to create mechanimals to help him get all of his work done on the farm. Speakaboos’ parent
app, HOMER, is a proven early learning program that builds personalized learning plans for children ages 2-8 - complete with this
story and others like this!
Blox 3D Junior - Blox 3D Junior is a fun and easy way for kids to learn 3D modelling. Create beautiful objects in a simple and intuitive manner using tap and pull. Blox has been designed to develop children's creativity and visualization skills. Unique turntable
mode rotates and builds 3D models as a teaching tool.
Dinosaur Jigsaw Puzzles Kids - For children who love dinosaurs and puzzles! Packed with beautiful, professionally-drawn pictures,
this app allows children to choose the level of difficulty for each puzzle while developing hand-eye coordination.
GazziliWords - Developed by early childhood educational experts from Stanford University and New York City's The Dalton School,
GazziliWords is like a visual encyclopedia for preschoolers and children helping to define and describe challenging words. With
friendly hands-on activities, children will enjoy this multi-sensory learning experience!
Monkey Preschool Fix-It - Help Monkey "fix-it" by hammering and sawing your way through games that revolve around number
and letter recognition, shape and color identification, and more. With surprising experiences and carefully crafted age appropriate
games, Monkey Preschool Fix-It is designed to capture children's imaginations while introducing core early learning challenges.
Pango Imaginary Car - Design and build a dream car! Children will use creative imagination while choosing between 50 different
objects to combine and build their own unique car. The fun continues as they can watch it roll, drive and fly through soft colorful
interactive backgrounds.
Tiny Builders - A perfect game for budding builders! Learn about construction equipment and manage projects like building a skyscraper and excavating a large pit. Over 50 interactive mini-games using 12 different machines keep your imagination and creativity
charged!

